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Details of Visit:

Author: Confuscius
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Tue 22 Mar 2022
Duration of Visit: 30 Minutes
Amount Paid: 80
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: House of Divine
Website: http://www.houseofdivine.com
Phone: 02035890126
Phone: 07725740234

The Premises:

As described numerous times in numerous reviews.

The Lady:

Very much like her partially blurred photos on HoD's website. Strikingly attractive, blonde, above
average in height though very tall with her sandals on, mid-late 20s, large breasts, slim physique,
fully shaved between the legs. It says on her HoD profile that she's Latvian but in appearance she
could hail from any of the Scandinavian or Baltic states.

A thoroughly lovely lady both inside and out with a sweet and very polite manner which makes her a
delight to spend time with.

The Story:

I'd seen Chelsea once previously but that was over 4 years ago. It was so enjoyable that she went
straight onto the must see again list but sadly it's taken all this time for me to book another
appointment. As things turned out, it was every bit as excellent as before. In fact re-reading my
P'net review of this encounter it was almost a carbon copy.

Proceedings more or less followed my favourite routine - polite chit chat while I partially undressed,
fk while we were still standing with mutual groping while clothing was divested and then onto the
bed for more fk followed by owo. Then on with the condom for sex in the missionary position before
taking off the condom after a few minutes for more owo. Chelsea's owo technique was truly superb
and I couldn't get enough but unfortunately the clock was ticking and I was aware that the end of my
allocated time was starting to loom. The grand finale was by hand while fk'ing and what a climax it
was - extremely powerful and long lasting undoubtedly a result of her expertise.

After an experience like this, I will definitely book Chelsea again if I get the chance and for more
than 30 minutes. Unfortunately 30 minutes was all I could have on this occasion as she was busy
afterwards and my schedule didn't permit me to book a later slot. This was a lesson learnt to book
well in advance if there is a lady I specifically want to see.
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